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Do the things external which fall upon yOIl distract yOIl? Give yolltseH
time to learn something new and good, and cease to be whirled arolllllt.
nut then yon must also avoid heing carried about the other wtly. For those
too tire triners who htlve wearied themselves in lire hy their acth'ity, :ml1
yet have no object to which to direct every movement, tlml, in a word, till
their thoughts.
MARCUS AURELIUS:

lIfeditntimu

INTRODUCTION

Marcns Aurelius, Rome's philosopher-emperor, developed a formula
for coping with this troubled world. He pointed out th:lt iE olle tries
to consider problems aH-oE-a-piece one is overwhelmed. His prescription W:lS simple: segment the reach of awareness; :lttend only to olle
facet of the situation at :lny one time; act upon th:lt f:lcet and then
proceed to another. Too-much-too-soon is upsettinR. Segrnent:ltion reduces the demands upon awareness :lnd thereby produces impertm!J.
ability.
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This bit of wisdolJl can serve as the kernel for a modern neuropsychological theory of emotion. A theory crystallized from this kernel
would look considerably diITercnt from those presently in voguc, yct
such a theory would havc to account for the popularity of these views.
Current theories. of elJlotion - in fact, psychological theories ih
general- fall into two major groups: the social-behavorial, which
includes the subjective, or "intrapsychic"; and the biological, which
includes the physical, chemical, and, of course, the neurological.
Terms are all too often taken from one frame of reference and applied
to another in haphazard and uncritical fashion. In the approach presented here, every effort will be made to keep the two universes of
discourse clear. The assumption is, I~owever, that because each of
these conceptual universes denotes some body of events common to
both, different aspects of this common body will be illuminated by
rtpproaching it from different points oE view.
Although the initial focus of the presentation is neurological, it is
not made solely in neurological terms, but interdigitates the subjective-behavioral approach with the neural, and includes some aspects
of the communications sciences. In this sense, the presentation is both
lieurobehavioral and neurocybernetic in its conception.
l' REV I E'IN 0 F THE PRO P 0 SA L

This proposal delineates the emotions as a set oE processcs that I)
rcncct thc statc oE relativc organization or disorganization oE an ordinarily stable configuration of neural systems; and 2) reflect those
mechanisms which operate to redress an imbalance, not through action, but by the regulation of input. Two such mechanisms have been
identified: one achieves stability by mobilizing the already available
subsystems to exclude input; the other reorganizes the system to include input. Thesc"preparatory" and "participatory" proccsses thus
achicve control by an "intcrnal" and an "external" route. Much of
this presentation is devoted to setting forth the experimental evi·
dence for these mechanisms and to suggest some inferences that can be
clrawn.
In the past, neurological theories have emphasized the relations betwecn viscera anll emolion or have linked emotion quantitatively
1
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with an amount of neural excitation. These rclatiomhips, although
subst:tntial, take into accotlllt neilher lhe complexities or the CIlIOtional process nor the intricacies of lhe relevant nellr.. 1 "pp.. ralll!i.
Characteristic of lhe laller is the hierarchy of selF-regulaling-, (''lui.
lihratillR mechanisms, each or which controls its subunits hut suhmil!i
to regulation by a larger system. This set or syslems provides lhe organism wilh stability, imperlllrbahility.
Stated in another way, the organism's continning stahility depclHh
on neural programs or plans - a set of genetic and experiential memory mechanisms - which organize the perceplioml and behavior of
the organism." These programs consist of hierarchies of servomechanisms - feedback units that have been diagramed as IIcsts o( TestOper<lle-Test-Exit unils, or TOTE units (see Figure I). The esscll~
tial characteristics of thc test mechanism is to scnse incongruitics,
i.e., novelties; the essential characteristic of the operate mechanism is
to eFFect changes that decrease the incongmity in the test mcchanislIl.
Input sllfficiently incongmous can interrupt the ongoing plalls; therc
is a temporary discontinuity, literally e-motion. (Thc word "CI110tion" comes from the Latin emovere, which meal1!i to he "out 0(" or
"away from" motion.)
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FIGURE 1 Diagram or the Test-Operate-Tesl-Exit (TOTE) sequence, showing the two forms (p:1fticipalory :lIJcl prepar:llory) of
feedback involved in lhe emotional process. During p;u-tidpalio",
feed hack innuences lhe lesl ph:lse 10 allow congrnence with input;
dnring prcp;1f<ltion. fccclh<l(~k i"lIuences inpul 10 far:iJiIOltc congrnence wilh the lest.
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ReslIlls of experiments to be presented here suggest that the organizatioll of cmotiolls centers around two types of feedback which deal
with the efferent control of input. They are termed participatory and
JnejJllmlory processes. Participatory processes allow for the incorporation of iuput. and congruity is eventually achieved by alterations of
the neural mechanism (or "model") against which the illput is tested.
011 the other hand. preparatory processes alter input. thereby accomplishing colIgrllity by manipulating the input which led to the
incongruity. The system. perturbed by an incongruous input. is retllrned to the slaWs qllo allte by preparatory processes. External control is achieved by the development o~ new congruities. and preparation through illternal control is accomplished by the return to
previolls congnlities. Or. in terms of ongoing plans. external control
develops and ramifies plans. and internal control conserves them.
This proposal difl'ers in several respects (rom most currently held
views 011 emotion. First. emphasis is on memory mechanisms. experientially derived as well as genetic. rather than on viscerally based
dri ve processes. Second. the proposal takes as a baseline organized
s"tahility and its potelllial perturbation. rather than some arbitrary
"level" of activation. Third. the proposal makes explicit the relation
bet ween emotion and motivation by linking both to an ongoing prebehavioral neural organization.
CURRENT NEUROLOGICAL THEORIES

There are two central themes in practically all of today's biological
approaches to emotioll: one deals with the relationship between visn:ral-glandular reactions alld emotion; the other deals with the quantitative relationship between neural excitation (activation) and
elllotiou. As already noted, these relationships do not provide an adeqll;lte framework for understanding the complexities of emotional
prllu:sses nor of the illtricacies of the relevant neural apparatus.

The Visceral Theme
"'he visceral theme is re(lected everywhere in our language: "he
<:lIlIllIlI't be expected to swallow that"; "she has no stomach for it";
"he bwke her heart"; "the bastard has no guts"; "he sure is bilious
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today." In fact, until A.D. 1800, the Galenic medical world subscrihed
to the notion that thoughts circulate in the ventricles of the brain,
but emotions circulate in the vascular system. Gradually, medical and
psychological science has become liberated from this view. But the
release has been slow and guarded, partly because old theories take a
long time to die and partly because the visceral view contains more
than a modicum of truth. The most famous formulations that signal a
retreat and liberation from the limiting aspects of the visceral concept
are those of James and Lange, of Cannon and Bard, and of Papez and
MacLean.

.J AMES-LA NGE THEOR Y

James and Lange faced (ully the knowl·
edge accumulated in the nineteenth century about the functions of
the circulatory and nervous systems. They offered the following proposition: when an organism's reaction' to a situation involves visceral
structures, the sensations aroused by visceral (unction are perceived
as emotional feelings. This proposition provoked a good deal of experimentation. A summary taken from Cannon's "Critical Examina-'
tion of the James-Lange Theory of Emotions" shows the theory's
weaknesses. III

2
3
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5

Total separation of the viscera from the central nervous system tloes
not alter emotional behavior.
The same visceral changes occur in very different emotional states and
in nonemotion;,l states.
The viscera are relatively insensitive structures.
Visceral changes are too slow to be a source of emotional feeling.
Artificial induction of the visceral changes typical of strong emotions
does not produce those emotions.

CANNON-BARD THEORY In place of the visceral theory, Cannon
proposed a thalamic theory of emotions: emotional feeling results
from stimulations of the dorsal thalamus; emotional exlJression results from the operation of hypothalamic structures. This theory was
based on the observation that "sham" behavior could be elicited in
decorticated and decerehrated cats except when thalamic structures
also were ablated. 7 Further, a variety of expressive and visceral re",..
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sponscs wcre obtained when the thftlamus WftS electrically stimulated. ll Finally, paticnts with unilateral lesions in the thalamic regions were described as sensing excessively what were to others
ordinary cutaneous stimulations, e.g., a pinprick would el icit excrtl. ciating pain, warmth, intense delight. 27
Probably more is known about the functions of these core portions
of the brain than about any others. This is partly because the mechanisms are relatively "peripheral" in the sense that they can be shown
to function as receptive mechanisms. Some of these structures contain
receptive elements sensitive to a variety of physical and chemical
agents that circulate in the blood stremn and cerehrospinal fluid. In
addition, the core mechanisms exert considerable direct control over
the agent to which they are sensitive. This concept of control through
feedback, which Cannon termed "homeostasis," has a great variety of
biological and engineering applications.
Of equal importance is that the processes controlled are highly
autonomous. Visceral and endocrinological regulation is performed
via the sympathetic and parasympathetic portions of the ftutonomic
nervollS system. Experimental evidence was accumulated, especially
by Hess,28 to demonstrate the existence in the hypothalftmic region of
a trophotrophic, or energy-conserving, process that works primarily
through parasympathetic peripheral divisions of the autonomic nervous system, and an ergotrophic, or mobilizing, system that works
through the sympathetic division.
The balance between ergotrophic and trophotrophic is not static,
of course. It could be tipped in one direction or the other; a temporary rebound, an ",lI1swering effect,"23 could occur as the balance is
restored. And indeed both processes can be activated simultaneously,
so that in elTect they work additively. Nor is this all. When such ftctivat ion occurs, somatic as well as visc,~ral musculature is involved.
An assumption that paralleled, if 'not actually guided, these studies
was that an understanding of the organization of thalamically regulated processes would provide the key to an understanding of the
organization of emotional processes. Once the thalamus and hypothalamus were identified as the neural substrate of emotions, this
assumption followed logically.
R
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But Lashley lll tellingly criticizcd the cvidcllce tlPOII which this
identity was assumed to rest. lIe pointed outth:ltthe type of ,1isllll II
:lnre on which the theory is h:lsed is :lS often seell to follow lesiolls
elsewhere in the nervous system. "Hypemlgesia is 1I0l :l result ollly of
lesions within the thabmus hut m:lY arise from c1:lul;1~e :lll)'whl'l ('
:llong the afferent p:llh." He also raised the question whether "CillO'
tion:ll disturbance" in the true seme ever occurs with lh:lbmir Iesiom: "In no case W;lS the :lITect referred to the source of emotiollal
stimulation ... but :llw:lYs to sensations of sOIll:ltic le:lction t.o thl'
stimulus." He does agree th:lt "In the hier:lrchy o[ lIIotor centers \VI'
m:lY recognize the th:llamic: region, especi:llly the hypothalamus. as
the region withill which the complex pattertls of expressive IIIOVC"
ments arc e1ahorated. It does not [ollow from this, however, that the
p;lthological phenomenon of hyper-excitahility of cmotilHlal re:lrtiollS
arc due solely to release from cortical inhibition or th:lt the th:llalllil"
motor center (or expressive movement contributes to the emot.ioual
experience." Clearly, the dissociation between expression :lnd 1'1110tion, which is such a common clinical and experiment:ll ohserv:lliOIl,
can be leveled ag:lil1St lmth the James-Lange ;md the C:lnlloll-Hanl
theories. Unfortunately, Lashley provided no alLerll:ltive to the
theories he so effectively depreciates.
Recently the James-L:lII~e :l11l1 Callnon-Bard views have been stlperseded by one proposed by P:lpe7. 4R :lud
c1:lhor:lted by l\l:lcLC:lII. 4 \ The earlier theories h;ld heell firmly hased
on the evidence that the hypoth:ll:lmus :lml dorsal lh:llamus were at
the a/Jex of the hierarchy of control of viscer:ll or autotlomic funct iOIl.
With the deve10pmetlt of modern techniques for electric:ll brain slimnl:ltion, viscera were showll to be tinder the surveillallce of the CI'IC'hr:ll cortex. One P:lrt of this cortex- the limhic: portion of the foIl'hmin -came into foctls for special attentiotl. 2fl Papez stlggested thaI
the anatomical inten:otlnections among limhic structtlres were ideall),
constituted to handle the long-lasting, intel1Se aspects of expcrietlu'
that are usually associated with emotion. To this ide:l j\,r;icJ .can added
the facts of the relationship hetween the limhic ;Jrca ;Jllll viscera, awl
mggested th:lt here at last is the visceral hr:liIJ - the seal. of el1lot iOlls.
PAPEZ-MAcLEAN THEORY

I'he persuasive power of this suggestion is great: Galen, James and
,angc. Cannon and Bani, all are saved; visceral processes are the basis
I[ elliot ion; an identifiable part of the brain is responsible for emoional control and cxperience because of its selective relations with
j:;cera. James and Lange were wrong only in leaving out the brain;
~allllon and Bard were wrong only in the part of the brain they had
,!cntified with emotion; the limbic forebrain, not the thalamus, is the
csponsible agent. The path from "emotions in the vascular system"
[) "emotions in the forebrain" had finally been completed, and each
tep aloug the way freed us from preconceptions popularly current
~hcn the step was taken.
Despite its persuasiveness and continuing popularity, there are
ollle important criticisms of the visceral brain theory of emotions.
ust as the theory gains in power from its implicit acceptance of the
amcs-Lange and the Cannon-Bard views, so it falls heir to the critiisms levcled against the earlier theories. It has been demonstrated extcrilllentally711 that other parts of the cerebral mantle, when elecrically stimulated, also elicit a visceral response. Emotional changes
re olJserved to accom pany lesions in parts of the forebrain other than
he I illlhic areas. Further, ablation and stimulation of limbic strucmes inlluence problem-solving (cognitive) behavior in selective ways
hat cannot be attributed to changes in emotions (see below). In man,
Il fact, specific "memory" deficiency follows limbic lesions, while
hangcs ill "emotion" cannot be ascertained. Obviously, the Papez\fad .call theory, like its predecessors, has only a part of the problem
Il Ita 11(1.
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The Aclil1{llioH Theme
As one tmns from the visceral to the activation theories of emotion,
again distiuguish between peripheral and central subtheories.
I ere, however, the argumcnt has not been so sharp. Peripheralists
lavc gladly accepted the diffuse, non-specific, reticular activating sys1:1Il as Ihc central locus upon which and from which peripheral ex:ilal ion focuses. Ccnlral ists, in turn, have been as concerned with the
I)criphcral as with the central effects of adrenergic and cholinergic
illhsl ;knees (e.g., Arnoltl ' ). Activation theory can he said, on the
lIlC GIll
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whole, to be less specific, less controversial, and considerably more
factually orienteJ than visceral theories. 40 For example, a classical
visceral theorist wouM say that a certain amount of adreno-cortic.al
hormone circulating in the blood stream is correlated with a specific
pattern of peripheral and central neural response (in hypothalamus,
or visceral brain), which, in turn, corresponds to one or another
emotional experience or expression. An activation theorist states
merely that a correlation exists between the amount of hormone,
amount of neural excitation, and amount of emotional arousal. Considerable evidence can be marshaled in favor of activation theory.
But common observation and introspection caution that something
may be missing. l'or example, weeping is not just more laughing; fear
is not just more love - although there is some truth in the notion of
quantitative continuity in these processes.
A NEW APPROACH

"Expectation" a!ld Configuration in Neural Activation
A part of the difficulty comes from the view of activation as an elementary process opposed only by another elementary process, inhibition. True, activation can be viewed as an indicator of behavioral
arousal-a temporary state of disequilibrium, a perturbation of patterns of organism-environment interactions. Also, disequilibration is
often sudden, explosive, and suggests agitation. But this does not necessarily mean that neural impulse transmission is facilitated: rather,
a different state of organization or disorganization may suddenly have
materialized. This difference is expressed as a difference in configuration, and not necessarily as a difference in the amount of neural activity. For instance, heart rate may be slowed, cortical rhythms desynchronized, peripheral blood flow diminished, but cerebral blood
flow augmented. Cerebral activation, in this context, is an indicator
of a configurational incongruity between input arrival patterns and
established ongoing neural events.
This view of activation as an indicator of configurational change
implies that the organism is fitted with a mechanism that provides a
stable baseline from which such change can take off. This baseline is
established by the process of habituation of the orienting reaction. Ex-

~erimental

evidence has acclltnulated ~n the past several years (e.g.,
okolov ) to show that hahituation of orienting is not caused by a
lrogressive raising of threshold to input, but to the formation oE a
neuronal model" - a neuronal configuration against which subse[\lent inputs to the organism are matched. In essence, such neuronal
onfigurations form the sum of an organism's expectandes. The evi[ence nms like this: a person is subjected to an irregular repetition
If a sound stimulus of constant interlsity, frequency, <lnd duration.
nitial1y, the person shows a set of physiological and behavioral rections, which together form the orienting response. Among these rections is cerebral activation, i.e., a desynchronization of the electrical
hythms recorded from the brain. As the repetition of the sound stirnI1us proceeds, less and less orienting takes place. For many years a
imple rise in threshold to input was thought to cause such habituaion. Hut dishabituation, i.e., a recrudescence of the orienting reponses, occurs when the intensity of the sound stimulus is decreased,
>r if the duration of the sound is shor:tened. In this latter situation,
~he orienting reaction occurs as a result, of the "unexpected" silence~hat is, at the offset of the stimulation.
Each interaction between environment and organism involves at
least two components: 1) discrete interaction by way of the brain's
.ensory-mode, specific, classical projection systems, and its core hollIeostat'i; 2) a "non-specific," relatively dilIuse, interaction by wny of
reticular and related formations. These "non-specific" systems act as a
hias on the specific reactions: the set-point or value toward which a
specific interaction tends to stabil ize is set by the non-specific activity.
By the nature of its receptor nnatomy and diffuse afferent orgnnization, visceral feedback constitutes a major source of input to this
biasing mechnnism; it is an input that can do much to determine setpoint. In addition, visceral and autonomic events are repetitiously redundant in the history of the organism. They vary recurrently, leading to stable habituations; this is in contrast to external changes that
vary Erom occasion to occasion. Habituation to visceral and ,1lIto"nomic activity, therefore, makes up a large share, although by no
means all, of the stnble bnseline from which the organism's renctions
cnn take off.
6R

Whenever the reaction to incongruom input is SllfTiC;clltto ,listmh
this baseline, the orienting reaction will inclllde the dishahitllation of
visceral and autonomic activities. Such dishabilllation may he slIhjective1y [ell as a. mismatdl between expected and actllal heart rate.
sweating. "hlltternies," amI so on. The sensing of sllch ,liscrepancies
is the basis for the visceral theories of emotion. The awareness of visceral-autonomic activities is thm often an indicator that a reaction til
incongruous inpllt has occurred, but it need not renect the organization of the elllotion:ll process called forth. Support [or th is COIII:CptiOlI
comes from the work of I,acey, et al.,110 and of Ban-au,R.1I who have distinguished hetween two classes of variahles in their stwlies of the visceral-autonomic system. One class is derived from measures of the
variability of steady-state alltonomic activity along a stahile-Iahile
dimension; this dimension deals with the organism's rCJ/JOIH;lJ;lyits predisposition to implllsive reaction to inpllt. The other class of
variables stems from measutes of the response p(lUerw; of visceral-(llltonomic function.
If cerehral activation is conceived as a change in the s!;tle of org;tni7.(ltion of nellral pauerns related to the configllrational incongrllily
between input and estahlished nemal activity, what then is its converse? As already indicated, over-all nemonal facilitation or inhihition are not involved. Rather, some indicator of congrllity, of IInperl\lrhed, smoothly progressing neuronal activity must he sought. This
indicator, at present, is fOllnd in the patterns of clectric;tl <lctivity Iecorded from the central nervous system. There is comiderahle cvidence l ,1l8.311 that the slow graded activity of nellral tisslle, r(lther thall
the over-all inhibition or facilitation of nerve implllse tr;tmmission
per sc, is involved in the generation of such electrical p;ttterns. The
assumption is that the graded electrical activity recorded from hr;tin
renccts the relative stability of the neural system. Snch stahility wOllld
admit increments of ch<lnge, provided these did not disrupt the system. Nor is it implied that incongruity and therefore activation <Ire
necessarily initi:lted by input. An input that ordinarily wOllld he
processed smoothly may pertmb the system if that system is already
unstable; or an internal c11<1nge in the organism m;Jy illiti;Jte incongruity where a match h;Jd previously existed. The collfigur;Jtion of

activalion of the nervous system thus can predispose the organism
IowaI'd pertmbahilily or imperturbability.
A considerable body of evidence has recently accrued about the
neurophysiological and biochemical mechanisms that regulate these
predisposilions. As already noted, the non-specific diffuse neural sysICIllS arc primarily involved in setting the bias toward which more
spccific organism-environment interactions tend to stabilize. These
diffusc syslcms are largely made up of fairly short, fine fibers with
many branches. Such neuronal organizations are especially sensitive
to Ihe chemical influences in which they arc immersed. A potent set
of sllch chcmical influences are the catecholamines, and they have
heen shown to be selectively present in the diffuse systems. so Further,
Ihese brain amines have been shown to be the important locus of aclion of Ihc various pharmacological tranquilizers and energizers that
have heen so successful an adjunct in altering maladaptive emolional
reaclion.

Motivation amI APJJetite: Finickiness and Emotion
The visceral theme can also he reappraised in the light of new data.
I Iyjlolhalamic mechanisms have heen related bOlh to emotion and to
mOlivation, hut the relation he tween these categories has never been
made explicit. Hypothalamic lesions and stimulations have resulted
in llIassive, explosive - although often directed - muscular and endocrinc discharges, which arc interpreted by other organisms 10 •11 and
hy ohservcrsl[j as expressions of emotion. Hypothalamic mechanisms
for Iheregulation uf food, water, and other appetitive behavior have
also hcen delineated in detail. 14
llmvever, thesc experiments on motivation have produced one major paradox: when lesions are made in the region of the vcntromedial
Inl<:lcus of the hypothalamus, rats will eat considerably more than do
their coulrols and will hecome obes~. But this is not all. Although rats
SI) Icsiolled will cat a great deal when food is readily available, they
\\'ere found to work less for food when some obstacle interfered. 45 In
addilion, it was fouud that the more palatable the food, the more the
Iesioucd subject would eat. This gave rise to the notion that the le:iiollCd animals were more finicky than the controls. Further, recent

experimental results obtained by Krasne Sli and by Grossman 2li show
that electrical stimulation of the ~entromedial nucleus stops both
food and water intake in the deprived rats. Yet, lesions of the ventromedial nucleus leave the rats "unmotivated" to work either for water
or for food. Grossman resolves this paradox hy makinR the sURgestion
that the ncurohchavioral results occur due to a/tcmtioll.5 ill al'ut
rather than appetite when the ventromedial nucleus is manipulated:
lesioned animals show an exaggerateclsellsitivity to all sorts of stimulation.
He notes that a discrepancy remains, howevcr. Ncurophysiological
data show that the ventromedial and lateral hypothalamic regions
form a couplet: the lateral portion serves as a feeding or "go" mechanism (which, when ablated, will produce rats that tend to starve);
the ventromedial portion is a satiety, or "stop" mechanism. This remaining discrepancy is resolved if "stop" mechanisms are more generally conceived to renect e-motion, processes ordinarily involved in
taking the organism "out of motio.n" and thus relegating the tcrm
motivation to those processes which ordinarily result in behavior
that carries forward a plan or program.
A N E U It 0 LOG I CAL 1\1 0 DEL AND SO 1\1 E ]) A T A

These are not the only data relevant to the problem. As already
noted, autonomically regulated appetites and "tastes" ,Ire not the
only concerns of a theory of emotion. Perhaps the simplest way in
which to proceed is to present a neuropsychological model of the
emotional process and then turn to the experiments that generated
the model.
The model focuses on the interaction of two forms of afferent inhihition. The collateral type acts to accentuate the difference hetween
active and less active sites; the activity of a cell inhibits the activity of
its neighbors. Self-inhibition tends to equalize such differences; thc
activity of a cell inhibits its own activity through negative fcedback.
Any patterned change in the system will be enhanced by collateral
inhibition; self inhibition works against change, tending to stabilize
the status quo. Collateral inhibition is thus conceived to he a labile
mechanism scnsitive to input and concurrent activity. Self-iqhibiliop,

I
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on the othcr hand, works morc slowly, countering the rapid nuctuations in the patterns of Hcmal activity that would otherwise occur,
and stabilizing more slowly occurrillg changes once they have taken
place. Both habituation and orienting are conceivcd to he depcndent
on the occurrence of inhibitory pro~esscs in the alfcrent channels of
the ncrvous systcm, and hoth types are ubiquitous. The model states
that orienting is a function of collateral inhibition and hahituation a
function of self-inhibition.

N eurojJhysiological data
The model rcgards inhibitory neural processes - inhibition defined as a reduction in the excitation of a neural unit - and distinguishes two major types of neural inhibition (Figure 2). Lateral, or
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FIGURE 2 Diagram of the model of cortical control over afferent
inhibitory processes.

surround, inhibition operates through collateral processes distributed
among neurons or via amacrine-like cells, and is well-demonstrated in
the visual,26 auditory,12 and somatic41 systems, both at peripheral and
central stations. This type of afferent neural interaction corresponds
16
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to Pavlov's "cxtcrnal" inhihition. Thc sccond type of alJercnt inhihition is scJ( inhihitiOlI.r.·t~.tl It t:lkcs two fonm, prcsyllOll'tic awl I'OSIsynaptic. Both reslllt in the reg-Illation of :llferellt ;\l:livity vi;! nq~ati\'('
fecdh:lck. III the C:lSC of pmtsynapt.ic self-inhihitioll. inlelllelll'llm of
the Rcmh:l\V type arc assllnlcd to fllnction, via rccurrcllt inhihito1 y
Jihcrs. as dampers that contl'Ol the excitahility of :lctivc IleUl'OnS as a
conscqucnce of their own :lctivity.
The chid concern of the model is with crfercnt control cxcrlnl
over this interaction. This control is primarily cerehrofllR;l1. I\lechanisms th:lt enh:lnce alHI inhihit afferent inhibition :ll'(~ ;lssllmed to COIlvcrRc upon the ;llfercllt patll\v:lYs. Ikc;l\ISe of this site of 0l'nat iOIl.
a fourfold mechallislll of crrcrent or cerehrofllgal cOlltrol should ill
theory be distingllishahle: I) enhancement of coll:lteral inhihitioll;
2) enhancemcnt of self·inhibition; 3) inhibition of coll;lter;ll inhil;ition; and 1) inhihition of self-inhibition.
There is available evidence on cortico(tlg;ll control over both I'resyn:lptic and postsyn:lptic forms of self-inhibition. Repetitive stimulation of a variety of sensory-motor points on the later;ll cortex inllncnces presynaptic inhihition at the spinal levcI. 2 •n.:!2 Allllthe cITcct or
hippocampal stimulation on visllal evoked activity has :llso hecn reconled. 24
The evidence for efferent control of coll:lter;ll inhihitioll h:ls heen
g:ltherecl in my own Iahor:ltory. in collabor:ltion with Dr. n. N. Spinelli. 72 Experiments were performed on fully awakc lllonkeys illlpl;l11ted with small bipolar elcctrodes and a device th;lt allows chronie
repetitive stimulation of OtiC of the electrode sites. The lllonkeys were
presented with pairs of flashcs and the internash intcrval was variell
from 25 to 200 milliscconds. Electric:ll responscs wcrc recorded fro II I
the striate cortex. ami thc :ll1lplitude of thc responscs W:lS mC:lSnrcl1. A
comparison of the :llIIl'litlHlc of the sccolHI to thc first response or
each p:lir W:lS exprcsscd and plotted as a ftlnction. Undcrlying the
interpreteltion of this function is the flssumptioll thflt whcll the amplitude of the second p:lir of responses apprOXimates th:lt or the first, the
responding cells helvC fully rccovered their cxcitahility.. In poplllations of cells such elS those from which thesc records ;lI'e madc, the
per cent diminution or alllplillldc of the secolld respollse is IIsed :IS :Ill
II R /\ 'N

~'F

(: "

.\ 1" , <;

,,<; .'"

index of recovery of the total population of cells - the smaller the
pcrccntage, thc fcwer the number o,f recovered cells in the system.
Chronic stimulation (8 to 10 per second) of several cerebral sites
alters this recovery function. When the in ferotemporal cortex of
monkeys is stimulated, recovery is delayed. Stimulation from control
sites (precentral and parietal) has no such effect (Figures 3, 4, 5). Nor
c10es the stimulation of inferotemporal cortex alter auditory recovery
fuuctions. These, however, can be changed by manipulations of the
inslllar-temporal cortex, as was shown in a parallel experiment performcd on cats. Here the crucial cortex was removed and recovery
fUlll:tions obtaincd on responses recorded from the cochlear nucleus. III Removal of insular-temporal cortex shortens recovery in the
auditory system.
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A great many neurobehavioral experiments have shown the importance of these isocortical temporal lobe areas (and no others) to visual
and to auditory discrimination. These studies are reviewed elsewhere. 'H •GO What concerns us here is that a corticofugal, efferellt mechanism is demonstrated, and that this mechanism alters the rapidity
with which cells in the visual and auditory afferent systems recover
their excitability. Further, since stimulation delays and ahlation
speeds up recovery, the inference is that the normally afferent inhibitory processes which delay recovery are enhanced by the ordinary
operation of these temporal lobe isocortical areas.
But the opposite effect - inhibition of afferent inhibition - can
also be obtained when cerebral tissue is chronicalIy stimulated (Figures G, 7, 8). In these experiments the cortex of the frontal lobe and
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FIGURE 6 The effect on recovery function of chronic stimulation
of the amygdaloid complex. The dotted line indicates the function before, the solid line after, one month of stimulation. Bars
perpendicular to the curves show variability among suhjects. Eflch
curve is based on the averflge response of four subjects.
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thc corticalnlldclIs of the amygdala were chronically stimulated, and
1 ccovcry of cells in the visual system were shown to be speeded. This
result has suggested that the frontal and anterior medio-basal portions
of the forebrain function as efferent systems that inhibit alIerent inhi hitory processes. 13
The antagonistic effect of these two efferent control systems is best
illustrated by data obtained at the unit level (Figures 9, 10). Unit recordings were made from the striate cortex of naxedilized cats to
",hom flashes of light were presented. Note that the silent period of a
cell can be lengthened by concurrent inferotemporal stimulation.
Note also that concurrent frontal stimulation can shorten this silent
period. Finally, note the unit whose silent period is lengthened by
inferotemporal, and shortened by frontal, stimulation.
In snmmary, the model is based on neurophysiological evidence of
two forms of alferent inhibition: collateral and self. The reciprocal
interaction of these two forms is spelled out. Data are presented indicat ing that afferent inhibition is under efferent corticofugal control.
FUriher, such efferent control is shown to be balanced: both efferent
enhancement and efferent inhibition of afferent inhibition were
fonnd 10 converge and to regulate the activity of a single system and
evcn a single cell. The major assumption of the model is that separate
forebrain systcms can be found to regulate alfercnt neural collateral
and self-inhibition.

N eurofJelUlvioral Data
One of the consequences of this ,model of efferent control over afferelll inhibition is a plausible neural explanation of the orienting
reaction and its habituation. As already noted, a series of studies has
shown: I) that orienting can be identified by a specific pattern of beII:lvioral and physiological indexes; and 2) that habituation of this set
(If indexes is 1I0t a function of a raised neural threshold to input, but
10 change in some neural configuration against which input is
UI:ltdu.:d. t18 The reasonable suggestion can be made that habituation
rellecls increments of self-inhibition and that the orienting reaction
/ll;l1lifcsts an override on habituation, the override taking place
whenever collateral inhibition is enhanced. At least preliminary evi·
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dence at the neurophysiological level is congruent with this suggestion. oo ,lO,l1 The following data at the neurobehavioral level can also
be interpreted as in accord with the model.
The data deal with functions of the limbic forebrain. lil Thus far,
these functions have been characterized either in terms of their illfluence on response regulation,43,44,li3 on memory,40,40 or on emution. 41 In and of themselves, however, these characterizations have
so far failed to provide the key to the essential nature of the limbic
contribution to behavior and to psychological experience.
Bilateral amygdalectomy interferes drastically with the orienting'
reaction as gauged by the galvanic skin response. However, the behaviorial effect of this interference is not simple (Figures II, 12), In a
variety of discrimination learning' tasks, some of which amygda lectomized monkeys found more difficult than did their controls, a hehavioral measure of orienting was taken (by Dr. Patrick Bateson, an
ethologist, during his post-doctoral training). This measure consisted
of noting the flick of monkeys' ears during the time the cues were presented. Normal monkeys show this ear flick while they are learning;
once a task has been mastered the ear response does not occur. Amyg- .
dalectomized monkeys show a greater number of such ear flicks during
learning, especially in those tasks in which they have difficulty.
These results O,10,32,B4 led to the idea that orienting was made up of
two components-one an alerting reaction indicated by the ear flick,
the other a focusing function that allowed registration of the event
producing the alerting. It is this second stage that involves the amygdala and is signaled by the appearance of a galvanic skin response.
The two phases of orienting fit the model presented. Alerting can
be explained as a consequence of initial disinhibition of collateral inhibition. In the absence of a secondary controlling mechanism, Ihis
reaction would overcome the stabilizing mechanism provided by selfinhibition. Events would continually be noticed, but adjllslmeul of
the stabilizing mechanism (habituation) would be precluded. This is
believed to be the case after amygdalectomy. By colltrast, in normal
subjects collateral inhibition is, in turn, inhibited by the operation of
the amygdaloid mechanism. This provides the reaction with a stop
mechanism that increases the likelihood that its specific configuration
,
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FIGURE 9 This figurc is made up of photographs of a pulse histogram derived from a computcr rcadout for avcr:lge transients.
Each vertic:ll segmcnt rcprescnts thc number of impulses recorded
from a oeur:ll unit during a 1.25 msec. period. The upper three
traces show the effects of concurrent stimulation of the frontal
cortex, the boltom threc traces the effects of concurrent stimulation of the temporal cortcx of cats on the unit activity evokcd in
thc triate cortcx to rcpeatcd nashcs. The first and last trace in each
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FIGURE 10 A puhe hi~togram obtained in the same fashion :IS
th:lt reproduced in Figure 9. Here the influence of concmrcnt
frontal (second trace) and concurrent tcmpor:ll (fourth tr:lc.e)
cortical stimulation on the n:l~h-evoked activity of thc same single
unit are shown. Note that the first silent period i~ lcngl hencd hy
concurrent frontal, and shortened by concurrent tempor:ll, cortex
stimulation.

FIGURE 9

cOlllillllr.cl

triad are controls; Ihe middle traces were recorded lluring concurrent stimulation. Note tlwt the first silent period is knf\lhcnr.d hy
concurrent front:ll, :11111 shorlened by concurrcnt ll'llll'"ral, nlltl'X
stimubtion. F, nash; FRF, frontal stinllll:lrion with nash; ITF,
inferotempor:ll stimulation with nash.

I'JGllIn: II Reconstructions of the bilateral lesions of the amygdaloid complex. mack areas denote the lesion.
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will be stabilized, i.e., registered. A difficul ty in registering events
could show up behaviorally in a variety of ways. One of them certainly would be in dircct measures of h:lhitnation. Short-term mcasures should show an increased speed of habituation. On the other
hand, longer-term measures should show that such habituation had
failed to incorporate the orienting experience. This is exactly what
has been £ound. 67 Another consequence of difficulty in registration
would be the relative inefficiency of reinforcement. And, indeed, a
series of experiments has shown that changing the deprivation con·
ditions,84 or the size of the reward,85 or the distribution of its (lCcurrence,88 has considerably less effect on amygdalectomized monkeys
than on their controls (Figures 13, ~ 4, 15).
Dr. Robert Douglas, another postdoctoral student in my laboratOTY, first formulated in precise behavioral terms a proposal that I
I'''ve taken the liberty of incorporating into my model. He suggestcd
l' ,.
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that while the amygdaloid system operates as a reinrorce-register lIIechanism, the hippocampal formation serves as a mech;lIIislll necess;ny
to evaluate error. He devised several ingenious experiments to test
hypotheses derived from the suggestion. I shall present three o[ these.
(For a fnll report, see Douglas and Pribram. 21 ) All were per(ormerl ill
an automated discrimination apparatus, which allowed progr:lttlming oE tasks by a special-purpose computer that could also he uset!
(or data reduction and analysis. 1I8
Dr. Douglas modHied a stand<lrd hehavior<ll testing procednre to
his purpose (Figures 16, 17, 18). Ordinarily, one we is rew<lrded 100
per cent oE the time and the other is never rewarded. However, in the
modification, called probability matching, subjects <Ire trained to discriminate between two cues. One cue is rewarded some percentage
less than 100 per cent - say 70 per cent - while the other is rew<lrded
on the remaining occ<lsions- in this instance, 30 per cent of the tillle.
This t<lsk is, oE course, more difficult than ordin;1ry discrimin:ltoll,
and is more interesting, because different org<luisms dClllollstr;1te different strategies in solving the problem. Dougl;1s tnined monkeys (hilaterally amygdalectomized, hippocampectomized, and sh:un-oper:lted
controls) in such a probahility matching situation <lnd then p:lired ;1
RR A r N

1\1 Fe" A Nrc; 1\, c;

'''1

16 Display panel of the automated discrimination apparallls. Note 16 dear, hinged windows through which patterns can
he displayed, and the central tray attached to feeder mechanism.

FIC:tJRE

cue with either the most- or least-rewarded of the familiar cues.
II is results were striking.
first, monkeys with hippocampal lesions learned the probability
task more slowly than did the other groups (IQgure 19). This slower
learning is interpreted as consonant with an impaired error-evaluate
system in the lIippocampectomized monkeys.
Secollll, mOllkeys with hippocampectomies, when compared with
tllc uther groups, chose the familiar cue more often when it was
paired with a novel ene, irrespective of whether the familiar cue had
hcell reinforced in 70 per cent or in 30 per cent of the trials (Figure
20). The choice of the familiar is also consonant with an intact reinforce-register function and an impaired error-evaluate mechanism.
Third, the cues used in the probability matching task were again
preseuted, this time without reinforcement. As could be predicted,
UHllIlll subjects quickly shifted thc:ir responses away from the previollsly rewarded cues, because these responses were now erroneous.
AIICI, again, hippocampally ablated monkeys came to the support of
the thcory by failillg to shift their responses on the basis of error
(Figure 21).
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17 Control console and special-purpose computcr for thc
automated discrimination appar~tus. This allows programing oE
tasks as wcll as data reduction and analysis.

FIGURE

As already noted, the behavioral process invoked to explain these
results is an error-evaluate mechanism. On the basis of the model and
data presented, the hippocampus is suggested as providing this mechanism. By inhibiting self-inhibition, the erroneous experience is allowed to register. In the ahsence of the hippocampus, the stabilizing
effect of self-inhibiton is assumed to he suniciclltly strong to overcome the registration of nuances: the system of afferent inhibitory
processes tends to revert to the status quo ante. This hypcrstability
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FIGURE]8 Reconstructions of the bilateral lesions of the hippocampus. Dashed areas denote the lesion, black areas denote sparing. Dotted areas show the overlying cortex removed in the approach. Heavy lines on the cross-sections show the extent of the
lesion on the ventral surface.
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is overcome only if the orienting events are overwhelming or if they
r~cur regularly. Probabilistic occurrences, such as errors, fail to "get
throngh." According to this view, short-term habituation should be
slowed by hippoc:ampectomy and registration limited to regularly
reclIrring events. There is evidence in support of both these statemen ts. 20.31,01
In summary, collateral and self-afferent inhibition are bucked
<Igainst one another, forming a primary couplet of neural inhibition
within <liferent channels. Four forebrain mechanisms are assumed to
provide efferent control on this primary couplet (see Figure 2). Two
uf these - frontolimbic and sensory-specifIc-intrinsic (which includes
the in[erotempur<ll cortex) - work their influence by regulating coila teral inhibition; two others - hippocampal and polysensory-motor
- regllli1te self-inhibition. The sensory-speciflc-intrinsic and polysensory-motor "association" cortical systems exert their control by enhancing, while the frontotemporal and hippocampal systems exert
control by inhibiting alferent neural inhibition.

THE CYBERNETICS OF EMOTION

Perturbation and the Control of In/JUt
The significance of this demonstration of ccrebral cOlltrol over its
own input is manifold. That this control shows two opposing tendencies is of direct relevance to the problem of emotion. One tendency accentuates orienting reactions and thus the perturbations of
the system initiated by input to it. The other tendency reillforces the
habituated baseline, i.e., the prior neural activity, by de-emphasizing
these perturbations. In searching for adjectives for thcse two tcndcIIcies, the following. 1I1entiolled earl ier, wcre deemell appropriate:
fJreparatory, or better, pre-refJairatory, and fJarticipatory. A preparatory process is one that prepares the organism for further interaction
by repairing its perturbed system to its previous stability. A participatory process utilizes perturbation to adapt the system to the current
input. Both processes are effected through feedbacks, as indicated i.n
Figure 1. Preparatory operations are conservative and even defensive;
they serve to deal with input by de-emphasis and elimination; participatory operations enhance the effect of input and so serve to increase
the likelihood that the system itself will be changed.
Preparatory and participatory processes lead to different types of
stability. Preparation tends to lead the organism toward relatively
lasting (prospective) stahility by recourse to an earlier (retrospective)
organization; this type of stability is achieved through what can be
termed internal control. Participation tolerates the temporary instabilities produced by incongruities by achieving reciprocal constancies
with aspects of the environment, thus "realizing" the here-and-no\V
(external control). Preparatory processes re-establish continuity at the
cost of simplification. Participatory processes tolerate trallsience to
gain flexibility through a more complex organization.
In terms of information measurement theory, these emotional processes effect a subtle balance between maximum redundancy (through
preparation) and maximum information density (through participation).62,16
As discussed elsewhere,GS,1I4 the achievement of external control IS

!

conceived, through the accommodation of past experience to current
input, to lead to what is subjectively fclt as satisfaction. The latter occurs when similarities are identified, when congruities develop between past experience and concurrent input. On the other hand, the
achievement of internal control, through the fulfillment of intentions
or the restoration of ongoing plans, is conceived to result in what is
experienced subjectively as gratification. The organism is gratified
when there is congruity between present outcomes and past planswhen it can do things pretty much as it intended to do them. This formulation, derived from neurobehavioral data, fits the neurophysiological facts that, whereas the process labeled participation is accomplished largely through the posterior intrinsic or classical sensory
"association" mechanism, the process labeled preparation is effected
through the functions of the frontolimbic system.
The clinical and experimental literature is replete with examples oE preparatory processes. Concepts such
as "repression," "suppression," and "perceptual defense mechanisms"
can be interpreted as preparatory processes, for they are forms oE defensive "gating out," that is, ignoring or repudiating those aspects oE
the situation that initiated the emotional state. Facets of sleep also
have this "shutting Ollt" characteristic, especially the syndromes oE
cataplexy and narcolepsy, which are often accompanied by affective
changes,1R.34 (The above examples refer to the efferent control of
afferent input at the neural level; other states represent the preparation for control of input through motivated action. Of the latter, Cannon's fight-flight reactions are probably the best known.)
By definition, preparatory processes do not accommodate the organism to the input; rather, they arc internal stabilizing responses for the
eradication of perturbation. The system is prepared to make itself independent oE input - in effect, to make itself temporarily autonomous of concurrent input. Re-equilibration is directed toward some
slalus quo anle. As it is detailed elsewhere,oo concentration, fear, anger, and apprehension have in common the intent, implicit or explicit, to change the situation so that the organism can re/lair to the
previous equilibrated state out oE which it was so rudely jarred. In
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this way, the ongoing plans of action are conservel1, provided I hI'
prcp;lTatory processes are success[ul in eliminating inpllt.
But attempts to eliminate input are often not sncccssfnJ. 'I'll('
source of the disturbing input remains and the peTl.mh;ltiou lII"y II('come incessant. For when preparations :lre directell to the input processing channels, they have the disadvantage of not dispming of ,he
source of the inputs responsible for disequilibr"tion_ Under sllch
circumst;mces, preparations may bec.ome chronic, for the incongrll ities arise again and ilg"in. Repeated prep"r:ltiom; progressively lead
to the hyperstability of complete internal control; the org<lnism hecomes divorced from reality; the p1ilns of action hecome innexihll'.
Thus, more and more, novel inputs hecollle appr<lised as i....e1cvanl.
or not feasible to the ongoing plans. When this hyperst"hle, inflexihle
stilte is finally disrupted hy an input that cannot he c1imin"tcd, lite
entire system becomes perturbed. Then, as the s"ying goes, "all hell
breaks loose."
By contrast, particip"t.ory processes
deal with incongruity by se"rching ilnd sampling t.he inpnt "IHI accommodating the system to it. In thisc:lse, re-equil ihr<ltion docs nol t.ake I he
form of :lchieving the status quo ante; rather, the expericnce hecomes
part of the org<lnism <lnd the pl.ms of action are appropri<ltcly modi·
fied. Re-equilibration, hy incorporating inp"t, proceeds to a1f.er ;lIId
restructure the org<lni7.ation so that it C:ln :lg<lin function gr<lcdlllly,
with a minimum of disequilibrium. Interest, ,,[ection, cotllp<lssinn,
admiration, awe, wonder-:lll part:lke of this particip<ltory quality.
Such examples of participatory processes 11(Ive in colTtmon some kilHI
of involvement, engagement, or commit.ment to environmental
event.s or p1<lns th",t eXlend beyoltd the organism.
In the extreme, part.icipatory reactions C"It lead 10 overwhelming
external control or regulation of behavior. This lII<lkes the systclII
highly dependent on environmental vicissitudes, with little rer:omse
to a core organization, so the organism's ongoing plan~ are likcl)' 1.0
become fragmented "nd the continuity of the psychological proc:c~~
amI of behavior are sacrificed. The sy~telt1 "CC:()IIlC.~ ullstahle, hyperreactive, and the organism overly distractible.
PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES

Emotion llnd Motivation
That an ongoing pre-perceptual and pre-behavioral organizationsome dispositional context or plan - is so fundamentally related to
the emotional processes of preparation and participation clarifies the
relationship between motivation and emotion. Just why these two
psychological categories are so often juxtaposed is seldom mentioned
in the literature. When psychologists are asked to make the relation.~hip explicit, the explanations are often muddied: "Both are related
to physiological drives" (How?); "Sometimes an emotion is motivatiug" (In what way?); "There really isn't any difference" (Then why
usc hoth words?). However, in light of the present proposal, once
it is dear that emotions arc not just viscerally derived, that they
stem primarily from dispositional contexts - from ongoing plans
- the enigma is resolved. Motive implies action; to e·mote implies to
be alit of or away fmm action. In terms of the TOTE unit (Figure I),
the emotions are concerned with the regulation of input, which is to
say with the feedbacks, the preparatory and participatory processes effecting efferent control over input. In essence, then, emotions are the
result of neural dispositions or attitudes that regulate input when
action is temporarily interrupted-.literally e-motion. Motive, on the
other hand, involves the organism in action, in the execution of its
plans. Emotion and motivation, passion and action: these are the two
poles of the Plan.
Paradoxically, whereas an organism has a good deal of control
over input, it has much less control over the outcomes of behavior, except in very restricted situations. Input can be ignored, if necessary,
hilt action always begets risk: one cannot be sure what will happen in
the environment as a consequence of the action. Risk is countered
only hy experience.
The suggestion is that those tenris we call "emotions" can also serve
as names for "motives": love as an emotion has its counterpart in love
as a motive. Fear the emotion has its mirror image as fear the motive.
Being moved hy music can be apposed to being moved to make music.
And so on. Emotions and motives can, of course, be gracefully interdigitatecl; that is, wheu either the passive or active mode of the Plan

becomes prepotent, maladaptation is likely to occur. Too much emotion leads either to disruption through participation or to rigidity
through preparation. Furthermore, the emotion may become a disequilibrating input in itself, for it begets further incongruities which
cannot be acted upon. Too much planned action, on the other hatHl,
leads to a narrowness of purpose and a poverty in values.
In the well-constructed individual, the process of motivation and
emotion go hand-in-hand. Experience is segmented, action is monitored by passion, and passion is molded into timely action. Having
come full circle, this is the theory of emotion that emerges from today's neurological knowledge: the realization of Marcus Aurelius'
dictum.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

I

In conclusion, then, this proposal differs saliently in several respects
from most currently held views on emotion. First, the proposal is
memory-based rather than drive-based or viscerally based. Second, it
takes as a baseline organized stability and its potential perturbation,
rather than some level of activation. Third, it makes explicit the relation between motivation and emotion by linking both to an ongoing,
prebehavioral organization, a disposition, a program, or a plan.
Fourth, the proposal defines emotion as e-motion, a process which, by
taking the organism out of motion, effects control not through action
hut by the regulation of input. Fifth, the proposal identifies, on the
basis of data presented, two forms of input regulation: one reduces,
the other enhances, redundancy.
Thus, two forms of such control over input are recognized. One
constitutes a preparatory, protective mechanism that conserves the
current configuration by simplifying the input channels and thus I imiting the effective input. The other, a participatory operation, innnences the input channel in the direction of complexity, thus opening
the current configuration to revision by nuances.
Both preparatory and participatory processes momentarily preclude
action. Control is achieved either through stabilization of the neural
configuration per se or through meshing this configuration wilh cur·

..
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rent input. Emotion so conceived is therefore an essential mechanism
for increasing the strength and flexibility of the organism's repertoire of internal alternatives with which novel situations are met.
Although different from most of the popular neurological views of
emotion, this proposal does not stand completely alone. PetersftO has
made the case for emotions as appraisals-states that are related to
the passive frame of reference. Me1ges and I have elsewhere Ro amplified and extended this relation between the proposed mechanism and
subjective phenomena. On the behavioral side, Mandler has described
a series of experiments in which the interruption of action is maniplllated. 42 In a social context, Schachter63 has detailed the differences
between the effects of internal and external control over behavior.
Although different in detail, all, of these share with the present
proposal the inclusion of other tha~ visceral or activational aspects of
emotion. Emotion is thus enriched; and this enrichment stems in each
instance from the belated recognition by behavioral scientists that
"nonaction" can be as complex and interesting a topic for psychological study as behavioral action.

The NeuTal Basis ofAggression in Cats
JOI-IN P. FLYNN
First I will criticize certain aspects of Dr. Pribram's theory of emotions, and second will present some data relevant to the neurophysiological basis of attack behavior in cats.
Dr. Pribram says that emotion means putting an organism out of
action. I find this in disagreement with certain obvious forms of emotional behavior. For example, in classical "sham rage" animals, relatively trivial stimuli can release a flurry of activity - that is, a highly
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cmotional display. Similarly, OIlC Gill stimlliatc lhe hypolhalallllis III
a cat resting quietly in a c;'lge ;'Ind cause it to aWu:k ;lIlothcr Glt or a
rat furiously. The cat is set in motion, not taken out or motion.
Dr. Pribram also says that emotions are associated with disruption
of plans. To follow his usage, I think of them as sometimcs c,~la"';J"
il1g plans. Directed behavior has been a primary criterion in disl illguishing "real r;'lge" from "sham ragc." If a cat chases a rat arolllld a
cage, I assume it has a plan. Certainly the rat being ch;Jscd behaves as
though it thought so, too.
Dr. Pribram also speaks of emotion as bcing associated with regulation of scnsory inpllts by afferent inhibition. I agree that scnsory inputs are regulated in emotional bchavior, but the emcrgence of a
sensory field during stimulation of the brain is not inhibition, or'
even inhibition of inhibition. Later I will discllSs an eX;Jl1lplc of a',
change in the sensory field that occurs in cats stimulatcd to attack.
Furthermore, the changcs that take place in emotiOll:l1 !'ilaleS arc
not restricted to variation of sensory input. Preparation for fighl or
flight takes place via the sympathetic nervous system, a mol.or !'iyslell•.
Our own data also sllggest that there arc aualogoll!'i preparal ions at
the level of the nerve cells controlling skeletal muscul;'ltlll'e.
In view of this volume's intention to deal with the ueurophysio·
logical basis of emotions, I would like to state what I mean Ill' CIIlOtion, and how evidence can be gained about its neurophysiologic-al
basis. Then I will summ;Jrize our findings with rC!'ipect to the ('at's
attack upon a rat, and point out some of the varions ucurophysiological mechanisms involved in this form of bchavior.
The tcrm emotion has at least three meanings. First, it is reg;Jn1cd
as a purely subjective fecling, recognized only throngh Ollt own introspections or, secondarily, through those of other hnman heillgs-if they choose to tell us about them. The basic mcchanisms wi! hill
thc central nervous system that mediate emotion in this sense ('all he
investigated only in conscious human beings, and there is a rel;llivc
paucity of snch information. Second, emotion may mean an ex pI es·
sion or display, which mayor may not be accompanied hy a snhjective
feeling, such as the sham rage of a decorticate dog, or the facial expression of an actor. The parts of the ncural axis nccdell for ollC
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